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Clustering under short-range finite interactions
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In this paper the aggregation of surface modified colloidal particles is presented, paying special attention to
the cluster structure and growth. The surface was modified by adsorbing bovine serum albumin~BSA!. The
interaction potential develops a minimum of restricted depth, weakening the clusters which subsequently
restructure and form more compact morphologies. This minimum is responsible for the reversibility of the
aggregation processes~this is an important difference between diffusion-limited cluster aggregation and
reaction-limited cluster aggregation!. The energy minimum is associated with the presence of a steric term in
the energy balance, which depends on the size of the adsorbed molecules. BSA molecules with different sizes
were employed to test this point. In addition, the short-range interaction seems not to affect significantly the
paths of approximating particles, since the aggregation of the clusters at long times is independent of the size
of these particles. The long-time kinetics was interpreted in the frame of dynamic scaling concepts. A kinetics
model, including surface-surface, protein-surface, and protein-protein aggregation, is used to determine the
dominant mechanism controlling the aggregation.
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INTRODUCTION

It is well known that irreversible colloidal particle aggre
gation leads to clusters exhibiting fractal structures direc
related to the aggregation mechanism. For noninterac
particles, the movement is dominated by the interaction w
the solvent molecules, undergoing Brownian diffusion on
affected by particle correlations induced by hydrodynam
interactions. This interaction reduces the aggregation rat
a factor two with regard to that of pure Brownian motio
Aggregation dominated by this mechanism is characteri
by a linear increase of the mean cluster mass with the ti
Moreover, the free particle paths lead to a fractal cluster w
fractal dimension;1.8.

When repulsion stabilizing longe-ranged forces domina
the cluster mass initially grows exponentially with time a
later crosses over to power law growth with an expon
greater than one. Furthermore, the mean-square displace
decreases. The repulsion allows the colliding particles
reach positions interior to the cluster arms, making the c
ters more compact with fractal dimensions;2.1. These two
limit regimes describing irreversible processes are usu
called diffusion-limited cluster aggregation~DLCA! and
reaction-limited cluster aggregation~RLCA!, respectively.
These two regimes, as well as the crossover between th
have been widely studied during the past two decades@1–4#.

A topical subject deals with modifications on clusteri
induced by the presence of a short-range barrier betw
particles. It can be achieved by irreversible adsorption
macromolecules onto the particle surfaces@5–7#. The aim of
the current paper is to yield new insights on the mechan
governing the kinetics and cluster structure when th
short-range interactions are dominant. Thus, static light s
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tering ~SLS! and dynamic light scattering were used to stu
the cluster structure and the evolution of the mean clu
mass, respectively. Bovine serum albumin~BSA! was em-
ployed as an adsorbed macromolecule, since its charge
is easily controlled through the pH of the medium. In ord
to study the effect of that short-range interaction on the cl
ter structure, a high salt concentration was employed for
experiments, thus screening the long-range electrostatic
pulsive interaction, which assures us that the morpholog
modifications should be related only to the short-range in
action.

After the macromolecules are adsorbed, the interac
potential develops a minimum of restricted depth, weaken
the clusters which subsequently restructure and form m
compact morphologies. Moreover, this minimum is respo
sible for the reversibility of the aggregation processes~this is
an important difference with DLCA and RLCA!. The energy
minimum is associated with the presence of a steric term
the energy balance, which depends on the size of the
sorbed molecules. BSA molecules with different sizes w
employed in order to test this point. In addition, the sho
range interaction seems not to affect significantly the pa
of approximating particles, and the aggregation of the cl
ters at long times was found to be independent of the siz
these particles. The long-time kinetics data were interpre
by using dynamic scaling concepts@8,9#.

Three aggregation mechanisms have been considere
the present paper to explain the experimental results at s
aggregation times. ~i! Surface-surface aggregation: the a
gregation between bare sites on the particle surfaces mu
dominant for low molecule concentration.~ii ! Protein-
surface aggregation: free parts of the absorbed molecu
oriented towards the bulk of the solution, are able to ads
also on the surface of colliding particles,~when free sites are
available!, giving rise to bridging aggregation@5,10#. ~iii !
Protein-protein aggregation: the interaction between m
©2003 The American Physical Society02-1
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ecules on different particles can also originate an additio
aggregation. In addition, the steric barrier could impede p
ticle aggregation, when enough protein is adsorbed.

The outline of this paper is as follows: Section I is
theoretical background, including a brief summary ab
static and dynamic light scattering applied to colloidal agg
gation. Section II describes the experimental systems. S
tion III contains the experimental details. The results and
discussion of these experimental details are presented in
IV.

I. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

A. Scattering functions for fractal structures

Colloidal clusters show self-similar branched structu
characterized by a scaling law,V(R);Rdf , which relates the
increasing radiusR to the cluster volumeV(R) through the
fractal dimensiondf . Static light scattering~SLS! allows the
cluster fractal dimension,df , to be determined from the an
gular dependence of the mean scattered intensity. For el
scattering, the scattered light intensity from a system of c
ters may be expressed in a factorized form as@11#

I ~q!;P~q!S~q!, ~1!

whereq54p/l sin(u/2) is the scattering wave vector, withl
being the wavelength of the light in the solvent andu the
scattering angle. The form factor,P(q), is related to the par-
ticle size and shape. The structure factor,S(q), depends on
the relative positions of the particles within the clusters a
hence contains the information about the structure. This
tor is essentially a Fourier transform of the pair correlat
function g(r ),

S~q!;E r 2@g~r !21#
sin~qr !

qr
dr. ~2!

In the case of fractal structures growing in thre
dimensional space, the pair correlation function is related
the fractal dimensiong(r );r df23. Equation ~2! is inte-
grated, leading to@12#:

S~q!;G~df21!
sin@~df21!arctan~qR!#

qR@11~qR!2#~df21!/2 ;q2df ~qR@1!,

~3!

where R is the mean aggregate size. Thus, in theqR@1
limit, a power law in the scattering vector is expected, fro
which the fractal dimension may be determined. The str
ture factor is defined only for distances larger than the p
ticle size and thus, Eq.~3! is only valid for qR0,1, where
R0 is the monomer size. In this scattering region, the infl
ence of the particle form factor can be neglected and
angular variation of the intensity is related only to the clus
structure factor@ I (q);q2df#. For higherq values, the length
scale corresponds to individual spheres within the cluster
the intensity is related to the particle form factor. In lowerq
regions, topological length correlations between clust
could be studied.
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B. Monitoring of cluster growth

The aggregation kinetics for colloidal suspensions is
scribed by the time evolution of the cluster size distributi
Nn(t). For dilute systems, where only binary collisions a
relevant, von Smoluchowski proposed the following diffe
ential equations:dNn /dt5 1

2 ( i 1 j 5nki j NiNj2Nn(k51
` knkNk

@13#. The functionki j is the rate at whichi-mers bind to
j-mers. That function depends on the sizes of the collid
clusters and contains all the physical information. F
DLCA, all collisions are effective~a short-range attractive
force is needed to guarantee bond irreversibility!. The aggre-
gation is then called diffusion controlled. This is the faste
possible aggregation mode in the absence of attraction fo
between particles.

1. Long-time behavior

Most coagulation kernels used in literature are homo
neous functions ofi and j, at least for largei and j. Van
Dongen and Ernst@8# introduced a classification scheme f
these type of kernels,kai,a j}alki j , where a is a positive
constant. The homogeneity parameterl describes the ten
dency of a large cluster to bind to another large cluster
governs the overall rate of aggregation. It should take
value 0 for DLCA and 1 for RLCA. l will be used in the
current paper to characterize the aggregation mechanisl
may be determined from the evolution of the number aver
mean cluster size,̂nn&5M1 /M0 , whereMi5SniNn is the
i-order moment of the size distribution. For DLCA a line
increase with time is expected for long aggregation tim
limt→`^nn&(t);t. In the case of RLCA an exponential be
havior is predicted, limt→`^nn&(t);eat, wherea is a fitting
constant. In an intermediate regimen where the aggrega
is not totally controlled by diffusion or repulsion, the numb
average mean cluster size, for nongelling systems (0<l
,1), increases describing a power law in time with the e
ponent related to the homogeneity parameter:

lim
t→`

^nn&~ t !;t1/~12l!. ~4!

The mean mass for fractal clusters may be derived fr
the mean hydrodynamic radius,^Rh&(t), once the fractal di-
mension is known and from this magnitude, the numb
average mean cluster size is easily calculated by dividing
mean cluster mass by the monomer mass@14#,

^nn&5
^M &
m0

5S ^Rh&
R0

D df

, ~5!

with m0 andR0 being the monomer mass and radius, resp
tively. This equation is employed in the present paper
obtain l. DLS is employed to determine the mean clus
size,^Rh&. The scattered intensity autocorrelation function
determined directly from the photomultiplier output and co
verted into the scattered field autocorrelation function us
the Siegert relationship@15#. Information on the cluster-size
distribution is obtained from the fitting coefficient in the e
panded logarithm of the field autocorrelation function~cu-
mulant analysis!, ln gfield(t)52m1t1m2(t2/2)1m3(t3/3!)
2-2
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CLUSTERING UNDER SHORT-RANGE FINITE INTERACTIONS PHYSICAL REVIEW E67, 011402 ~2003!
1¯ . The first cumulantm1 is related to the mean particl
diffusion coefficient bym15^D&q2. Once the mean diffu-
sion coefficient is determined, the mean hydrodynamic s
may be calculated using the Stokes-Einstein relations
The homogeneity exponent,l, is then obtained from the
long-time asymptotic behavior of the mean cluster size,
cording to Eq.~4!.

2. Short-time behavior

Olivier and Sorensen@16# obtained the following equation
for the first cummulant of the intensity autocorrelation fun
tion, valid for shorter times:

m1~ t !5m1~0!S 11
t

tc
D 21/df ~12l!

, ~6!

wheretc52/c0ks is the characteristic aggregation time. It
expressed as a function of the initial particle concentrationc0
and the Smoluchowski rate constant,ks . Equation~6! allows
the characteristic aggregation time,tc, to be obtained, once
df and l are known. After that,ks is determined fromtc
using the initial particle concentration. This method is va
due to the fact that both the fractal structure and the dyna
scaling become apparent almost since the beginning of
aggregation processes@7,17#.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEMS

A. Polystyrene particles

Aqueous suspensions of surfactant stabilized polystyr
microspheres~MA80! were used for the aggregation expe
ments. The particle diameter and polydispersity were de
mined by transmission electron microscopy~TEM! as well
as by photocorrelation spectroscopy~PCS!. The number av-
erage mean particle size (^dn&5M1 /M0 with Mk5(knidi

k)
was determined to bêdn&TEM5(9964) nm and ^dn&PCS
5(10069). The system polydispersity was calculated
considering also the weigh average mean particle size.
polydispersity index from TEM was calculated usingDTEM
5^dp&/^dn&5M4M0 /M3M1 to be (1.00660.005). For the
PCS measurements, the polydispersity index was calcul
from the first and second cumulants,DPCS5m2 /m1

2 to be
(0.0460.01). The negative surface charge responsible
the system stability arises from sulphate groups. Condu
metric titrations were performed in order to determine
total surface charge. In addition, charging and discharg
potentiometric titrations were carried out to obtain the cha
pH dependence. The surface charge density at pH54.8 ~set
for the aggregation experiments! was (22.5
60.1) mC/cm2. The particle stability was estimated by d
termining the critical coagulation concentration~CCC! equal
to (0.5060.07) M from the time evolution of the mean sca
tered intensity.

B. Protein molecules

Bovine serum albumin~BSA! was chosen as an adsorb
macromolecule. This globular protein with molecular weig
66411 g mol21 and 11.6 nm32.7 nm32.7 nm has the ability
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to form covalent dimers through the SH group in its polype
tidic chains. In this paper, monomeric~BSA-m! and poly-
meric ~BSA-p! proteins were employed as a way of modif
ing the steric repulsive interaction potential. This prote
presents the advantage that the charge can be balanced
negative to positive by a simple pH change around 4.8
~BSA isoelectric point!. Moreover, this protein shows low
structural stability which imply structural changes. This fa
leads to more stable unions which guarantees irrevers
adsorption under well established conditions.

The protein suspensions were cleaned by dialysis aga
distilled and deionized water during three days till water co
ductivity remained constant. Afterwards, a Millipore 0.2mm
low affinity filter was employed. The protein concentratio
was calculated from the absorbance peak at 280 nm le
wave using a spectrophotometer Spectronic-601, Milton R
The specific adsorption at that length wave is 0.667
g21 m21. The concentrations were 4.25 mg/ml and 4.
mg/ml for the monomeric and polymeric proteins, respe
tively.

In order to determine the protein sample compositio
electrophoresis in polyacrilamide gel with silver dyeing w
employed. Thus, the sample BSA-m is mainly composed of
monomers with the presence of a very reduced band co
sponding to dimers. However, the sample BSA-p is mainly
composed of dimmers with a trace amount of monomer
tected.

The amount of adsorbed protein was determined from
sorption isotherms, measured using a volume of 5 ml o
0.4 m2 of total adsorption surface. Acetate buffers with
pH54.8, corresponding to the BSA isoelectric point, we
employed in order to guarantee maximum protein adsorp
@18,19#. Polystyrene particles added to a protein soluti
were incubated during 2 h at 25 °C. Theamount of nonad-
sorbed protein was determined from absorbance meas
ments after centrifugation and filtration using low affini
filters. Figure 1 shows the adsorption isoterms correspond
to monomeric and polymeric BSA. The added protein is a
sorbed onto the particle surfaces until a monolayer is form
Beyond this breakpoint, the slope becomes less tilted and
excess of added protein stays in the bulk solution. The va
pointed out in the plot as 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100% cor
spond to the systems used in the aggregation experimen

III. EXPERIMENT DETAILS

Aggregation starts after mixing equal amounts of sam
and buffered electrolyte by means of a Y-shaped mixing
vice. Samples with different degrees of surface cover
were aggregated at high electrolyte concentration~0.700 M!.
The pH was set close to the isoelectric point of BSA (p
54.8) for which the protein is globally discharged. The in
tial particle concentration was 1.631010 cm23 and the tem-
perature was stabilized at (2561) °C.

Simultaneous static and dynamic light-scattering exp
ments were performed using a 4700 Malvern setup. T
mean scattered intensity was recorded in the range 1
150°, showing an asymptotic time-independent behav
when the final structure of the clusters is totally establish
2-3
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From this long-time limit curve, the fractal dimensions we
calculated. The number average mean cluster-size and
aggregation rate constant for dimer formation were de
mined from dynamic light scattering using Eqs.~5! and ~6!,
respectively.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Aggregation of bare particles

Before the aggregation experiments with surface modi
particles, bare polystyrene microspheres were coagulated
der well-known conditions, i.e., under pure particle diffusi
and under the presence of repulsive coulombian interacti
for which KCl was added at a concentration in the ran
0.125–0.700 M. Using SLS, decreasing long-tim
asymptotic power laws were obtained for the mean scatte
intensities, indicating a regular fractal structure~Fig. 2!. The
fractal dimensions are plotted in the inset, as a function
the salt concentration, observing a crossover from 1.75,
diffusion conditions to 2.1, when the interaction betwe
particles is especially relevant. These values are comm
accepted in the literature for DLCA and RLCA, respective
The average particle size,^Rh&, was measured by DLS as
function of the ionic concentration. Using the fractal dime
sions and the mean particle size, the number average m
cluster size was obtained and plotted in Fig. 3. The homo
neity parameterl ~inset in Fig. 3! was calculated from the
exponent of the long-time scaling power law@Eq. ~4!#. The
time evolution also follows the expected behavior wh
crossing from DLCA to RLCA. At high salt concentration

FIG. 1. Adsorption isoterms for the monomeric and polyme
proteins, wherePaddandPadsrepresent the amount of protein add
and adsorbed, respectively. The arrow-marked points correspon
the systems employed in the aggregation experiments. For 1
surface coverage, the excess of protein in the bulk was clea
before aggregation. In order to keep the experimental condit
unaltered, the same procedure was applied to all the sample
though it would not be strictly necessary because of total pro
adsorption.
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l'0, describing a size independent cluster activity, typi
for DLCA. However, when energy barriers are prese
larger aggregates are more active than smaller ones al
increases. In the literature there exist a wide range of va
for l in the range 0–1; this fact is associated with the e
perimental difficulty of establishing the repulsion-controlle
aggregation limit@14,20,21#.

B. Aggregation of surface modified particles

Aggregates were formed from monomers with differe
amounts of adsorbed BSA. In order to modify the range

to
%
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FIG. 2. Scattered intensity for bare particles aggregating un
the presence of different ionic concentrations. From the expon
of the power laws, the fractal dimensions are calculated~inset!.

FIG. 3. Evolution of the number average cluster size during
aggregations. Different runs correspond to different ionic conc
trations. The long-time asymptotic slopes contain kinetics inform
tion through thel parameter, which is plotted in the upper left-han
corner as a function of salt concentration.
2-4
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CLUSTERING UNDER SHORT-RANGE FINITE INTERACTIONS PHYSICAL REVIEW E67, 011402 ~2003!
the repulsive barrier responsible for the finite minimum
the interaction energy, monomeric~BSA-m! and polymeric
~BSA-p! protein molecules were employed.

1. Cluster structure

Figure 4 plots the mean intensity spectrum as a func
of the scattering angle for clustering with BSA-m and
BSA-p. Decreasing power laws are exhibited for all prote
coverages, indicating a regular fractal structure. In Fig. 5
fractal dimensions are plotted against the degree of pro
coverage. For the BSA-m the variation of the slopes with th
amount of added protein is much less relevant than
BSA-p. The fractal dimension starts growing from 1.75 co
responding to DLCA. It is raised slightly for increasing a

FIG. 4. Scattered light intensity against the transfer scatte
moment corresponding to aggregating particles covered with di
ent amounts of monomeric and polymeric protein~BSA-m and
BSA-p!.
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sorbed BSA-m till 75% of coverage, indicating that the clus
ter structure became more compact. For even more ad
protein, the fractal dimension increases dramatically rea
ing a value 2.1. This experiment was repeated three time
ensure the validity of this result. For BSA-p, the increase in
the fractal dimension was much more pronounced. The c
ter fractal dimension increases up to 2.1 for 25% covera
Above this surface coverage, very compact clusters fo
with a fractal dimension in the range of that typical f
RLCA. Vincent et al. @22# found that adsorbed polyelectro
lytes strongly influence the colloidal aggregation due to i
portant steric effects. A steric repulsive potential should th
be added to the classical DLVO contributions for a prop
description, i.e., the Coulombic repulsive potential and
London–van der Waals attractive potential. A new force b
ance has to be considered: now, not only the electrost
force but also the steric force competes against the van
Waals attractive force, resulting in a strong repulsion bar
at very short distances, which impedes tight unions. The
motic repulsive potential is expressed as

Vosm5
4pa

n
f2S 1

2
2x D d2F S H

2d D2
1

4
2 lnS H

d D G , ~7!

whered is the distance between the particle surfaces du
the presence of adsorbed layers,n is the molecular volume of
the solvent,f is the effective volume fraction of molecule
in the adsorbed layer, andx is the solvency parameter. Th
osmotic term dominates over the rest of the contributio
when the particle surfaces are closer than a distanced, pro-
ducing a minimum becoming deeper as the separation
tween particles is reduced. Figure 6 shows the potential
ergy versus distance. The clusters formed at this fin
minimum interaction potential present a weaker inter
structure as compared with those growing under the van
Waals interaction. Thus, monomer rearrangement within
clusters is possible.

For BSA-m, the fractal dimensions are larger in the pre
ence of the protein molecules. For values of the minimum

g
r-

FIG. 5. Influence of the protein surface coverage on the fra
dimension of growing clusters. The two series correspond to mo
meric and polymeric adsorbed protein.
2-5
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the order ofkBT, the thermal energy controls the clust
structure, provoking particle rearrangement. The poten
energy minimum becomes less pronounced as the distand
increases. As illustrated in Fig. 7, at low coverage degree,
distance between particle surfaces is very short and clu
structures are close to that corresponding to DLCA. F
higher surface coverage the fractal dimension increases
consequence of particle separation. The large rise of the f
tal dimension at 100% of coverage degree could be relate
the fact that protein might be adsorbed with an end-side
entation. The mean separation between particles shoul
larger, and the energy minimum less marked, favoring mo
mer rearrangement.

The fractal dimensions for BSA-p covered particles fol-
lows basically the same trend observed with BSA-m. How-
ever, the fractal dimensions are much larger which co
sponds to more compact structures. The presence
polymeric protein makes separationd larger. In addition, the
effective volume fraction of molecules in the adsorbed la
f also increases. The solvency parameterx is constant since
the nature of the adsorbed molecules and the solvent do
change~the dependence ofx on the volume fraction neces
sary to explain phase transitions in some types of polym
gels is considered insignificant in the present model!. Con-
sequently, the steric potential~7! increases as well as it
range for polymeric adsorbed protein as compared with
monomeric one. The potential energy minimum~Fig. 6! re-

FIG. 6. Free energy for two particles under the presence
repulsive Coulombic interaction, van der Waals attraction, a
steric repulsion due to adsorbed macromolecules. The total inte
tion energy~solid line! is obtained by adding up the three terms.
shows a finite minimum responsible for the weak attraction for
which make possible monomer rearrangement within the clus
In the absence of steric interaction, the minimum disappears s
the cluster structure is controlled only by the strength of the rep
sive Coulombic interaction.
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FIG. 7. Sketch to illustrate the increase of the monomer sep
tion into clusters for increasing surface coverage. The strong fra
dimension rise observed in Fig. 5 at 100% of surface coverage~for
BSA-m! could be related to the fact that protein molecules adsor
in a very compact configuration as shown in the picture.
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CLUSTERING UNDER SHORT-RANGE FINITE INTERACTIONS PHYSICAL REVIEW E67, 011402 ~2003!
duces its depth, shifting towards larger distances. Theref
the cluster restructuring is favored by the presence of la
steric separations.

2. Aggregation kinetics

The aggregation kinetics at long times was monitored
dynamic light scattering. The number-average mean clu
size was calculated from the mean hydrodynamic radius
fractal dimension@Eq. ~5!#. In this way, variations on the
clustering mechanism might be detected from the asympt
long-time scaling behavior. Figure 8 plots^nn& as a function
time for different coverage with BSA-m and BSA-p. All
curves exhibit the predicted power law in the time with ve
similar evolutions. The values ofl were calculated from the
exponents~Fig. 9!. They are close to 0 showing a slight ris
for increasing surface coverage. Clusters are then form
mainly after a pure diffusion process~DLCA!. This result is
expected since the BSA molecules modify only the inter
tion between the particles at short distances, not affecting
particle paths. In fact, no significant changes are observed

FIG. 8. Number average cluster size for clusters growing un
different amounts of adsorbed protein~BSA-m and BSA-p!. From
the slopes at long time, thel parameter is obtained and plotted
Fig. 9.
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polymeric adsorbed protein compared to the monomeric o
despite the steric barrier shifts to larger distances. Howe
as described before, the cluster structures exhibit impor
changes as described before.

The slight rise inl with the surface coverage indicates a
increasing tendency of large clusters to join with other la
clusters. Short-range interactions must be responsible for
result since long-range ones are not present. Aggregation
tween uncovered sites on the particles cannot be respon
for this trend since this effect increases as the uncove
surface diminishes. The explanation could be based on
interaction between proteins of different particles. Desp
the protein being globally discharged at the isolectric po
local charge fluctuations are present, which could be resp
sible for the unions between two large clusters when they
sufficiently close. Since large clusters bare large masse
few unions must play a dominant role on the mean m
evolution. In order to confirm this mechanism, the aggre
tion rate constants were determined from the behavior
shorter times.

The characteristic aggregation time,tc52/c0ks , was de-
termined, and the aggregation constant for dimer format
calculated. Equation~6! obtains the characteristic aggreg
tion time oncedf andl are known. Figure 10 plots the ag
gregation constantks against the BSA-m and BSA-p cover-
ing. Within the range 0–50 % no important variations have
be pointed out. This result was expected since the high
concentration and the protein isoelectric point guarantee
fusion conditions. In addition, the steric term, which reduc
the collision efficiency, does not dominate due to the lo
protein coverage. Thus, the aggregation kinetics is pro
independent. However, for 75% an important reduction
shown, and the system becomes completely stable at 1
coverage. Despite the diffusion condition which guarant
particle approximation, the binding forces~necessary for
cluster formation! cannot act because of the presence
steric stabilizing forces. This mechanism is independen

r

FIG. 9. Kineticsl parameter for different surface coverage d
grees. A regular slight increase is shown as the coverage incre
2-7
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the size of the adsorbed molecules, once guaranteed tha
binding forces cannot act. Figure 10 shows no relevant
ferences when polymeric protein is employed instead of
monomeric one, thus confirming that point.

Three possible aggregation mechanisms can be di
guished for molecule coverage particles.~a! Surface-surface
aggregation:the collision of two uncovered sites on the su
faces occur. This process corresponds to the aggregatio
bare particles, withkss being the rate constant.~b! Protein-
protein aggregation:the collision of two protein patches oc
curs, being the aggregation rate iskpp. ~c! Protein-surface
aggregation: bindings of uncovered sites on one partic
with a covered part on another particle occur, formi
bridges of macromolecules between particles. This reac
is characterized bykps.

Several theoretical models have been developed to
plain the relation between the aggregation rate and the
gree of coverage. La Mer@23# considered only bridging ag
gregation, assuming that the particle collision is complet
controlled by particle diffusion, with binding probabilit
equal to one. For pure bridging flocculation,ks must be pro-
portional to the number of free sites of protein on each p
ticle u and the number of occupied sites (12u), on the
other. Therefore,ks}u(12u). This relationship implies a
maximum aggregation at half surface coverage and no fl
culation at all for uncovered and totally covered particl

FIG. 10. Aggregation rate constant for dimmer formation at d
ferent surface coverage. Symbols correspond to monomeric
polymeric adsorbed BSA. Lines are the best fit to the model.
rate constants for the three contributions included in the model
summarized in Table I.
01140
the
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e

n-
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e-

y

r-

c-
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The rest of the aggregation mechanisms are included in
tended models@24–28#. Schmittet al. consider one collision
probability for each aggregation mechanism. The total rate
aggregation is obtained by adding all contributions up:

ks5kss~12u!21kppu
212kpsu~12u!. ~8!

The factor 2 describes bindings of covered and uncove
sites between two particles and its symmetrical case.

This relationship allows quantifying the contribution o
the different aggregation mechanisms by plotting the rate
aggregation against the surface coverage~Fig. 10!. The ex-
perimental rates of aggregation are two times higher than
La Mer model prediction. On the other hand, they lie ve
close to the value for diffusion-limited aggregation,
310212 cm3 s21, which indicates that all collisions for the
surface-surface, protein-surface, and protein-protein aggr
tion mechanisms are effective. In the fitting procedure,
rate of aggregation for the surface-surface mechanismkss
was set as the experimental rate of aggregation atu50. The
best fit is also shown in the Fig. 10 and the rates of agg
gation are given in Table I. The results indicate that prote
protein coagulation does not play an important role, althou
it could be responsible for the slight trend ofl in Fig. 9. The
protein-surface aggregation is then the predominant me
nism. This is responsible for the absence of aggregatio
100% coverage. The surface-surface mechanism is
dominant but becomes apparent just at low surface cover
Because the experiments pH coincides with the protein
electric point, the BSA molecules do not alter the net cha
of the colloidal particles. Thus, it is not surprising that t
rate of aggregation for bridging flocculation is not far fro
surface-surface aggregation value.
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TABLE I. Dimmer formation rate constants for surface-surfa
(kss), protein-protein (kpp), and protein-surface aggregation (kps)
from the aggregation model fitting.

Protein
kss

(10212 cm3 s21)
kpp

(10212 cm3 s21)
kps

(10212 cm3 s21)

BSA-m 6.160.5 0.560.4 8.160.8
BSA-p 6.360.2 0.260.1 7.260.3
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